
THE REST IS NOISE ANALYSIS

The Rest Is Noise: Listening to the Twentieth Century by Alex Ross Ross also periodically drops little bombs of
aphoristic analysis. On the.

Now, if you walked into Barnes and Noble, most of the music which Ross discusses could be found in the
"classical" music section, though there is nothing classical about most of it. In reality, the whole event was
financed by the CIA. At times, Ross tries to actually describe the music he is discussing. Shelves: top , music
You know how you can watch a foreign language movie, without subtitles, and still enjoy the film? At the
end, one is left to reflect on the superbly ambiguous title. Yes, elbows. But then he didn't hear Gorecki in
Barber; or didn't say so. Still, Ross really has only nice things to say about the music - he might even convince
some people to actually listen to some of it, which would be good - and his authoritative tone is inclusionary
and intended for the betterment of people's general musical reception. There are some photos and an index.
Less well known than these events, and news to me, is that there was a significant connection among these
matters. His treatment of the avant-garde in the early part of the century is limited, but he spends a great deal
of space on the twelve-tone and serialist composers, as well as the minimalists. Accompanied by his blog of
the same title as his book the reader has access to a large discography for his or her "to listen to" lists, and
mentions composers along with their most significant pieces, pieces with which to get a proper taste of each
composer. To the contrary, arid musicology can be stifling and scientisticnot much at all, in fact, scientific,
even when methodicaland in that regard, pretentious. At first this was an attempt by American occupation
forces to change German musical taste; they encouraged jazz and works forbidden by the Nazis, notably
Mendelssohn at first. His analysis of music during Nazi Germany, and during the United States in the Cold
War period, are especially interesting for their historical information. In this way The Rest is Noise reads like
the program notes to the biggest pieces of the century. Delightfully, there are composers I'd never heard of
who intrigued, after some exploration. And yet, Ross opened up much of the "new" music to me. It is almost
as though non-"classical" musicians throughout this story are presumed to be idiots savants, their innovations
only considered real once they have been appropriated by "classical composers" presenting them to a
concert-going public. In the U. Beginning with a performance of Salome, in Graz, the attendees of which
included Mahler, Schoenberg, Berg, Puccini, and perhaps Hitler, he brings his historical account up to John
Adams. From Germany to France, from the United States to Russia, he looks at the many styles of classical as
well as, briefly, jazz and rock that grew and morphed into the next style. They actively discouraged
performances of the still-living Richard Strauss. Oriented toward the unspecialized but educated concertgoer,
it is written primarily for the same people who read the New Yorker. On The Rite of Spring: "Having
assembled his folk melodies, Stravinsky proceeded to pulverize them into motivic bits, pile them up in layers,
and reassemble them in cubistic collages and montages. Part of the answer to this question can be seen by the
sorts of details Ross centers on. You may not speak French, but you can tell that Juliette Binoche has reached
a point of existential doubt in a meretricious relationship. By making the words less accessible, he believed,
they would matter more. Music criticism has a tradition of producing excessively scathing, bombastic
rhetorical tirades about composers and pieces. Charlie Parker pops his head around these pages mainly to pay
his respects to Stravinsky; John Coltrane and Miles Davis have walk-on parts chiefly so as to inspire Steve
Reich. These three get much deeper treatment than others, with Sibelius especially getting a thirty-page
biographical essay. He makes a great effort to pick out notable pieces of music and tries to describe them with
an analyst's attention to detail, translating complex musical ideas into a generally readable instruction.
Bernstein tries to do too much, and Cage does the absolute minimum.


